The British
position in
India is se-
cured.
 ENGLAND IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
Following his recall in 1805, there ensued a period of
reaction, with Lord Minto as Governor-General, a real
attempt being made to maintain the policy of non-inter-
vention. As a result the power of Holkar continued and
Central India again fell into a state of confusion. When
in 1813 the Earl of Moira was appointed Governor, he
speedily undertook the restoration of order, and before the
end of his period of office British power was again firmly
established in Central India.
Thus in the eighteenth century there took place a great
development of British power in India. In the middle of
the century England owned only a few trading stations, and
was faced by the serious menace of French aggression.
When the Peace Treaty of Paris was signed in 1815, the
danger from France had been removed: the administration
of Bengal, the Carnatic, a large part of Mysore, and the
Circar territory was entirely under English control, and the
Nizam, Oudh, and the Mahratta States had all been obliged
to accept Great Britain's alliance. They were dependent
on English forces for their protection, and the maintenance
of those forces was provided by lands placed in British
possession. The commercial power of the Company had
been retained and it was still responsible for the administra-
tion of the country. But the Company was now subject to
the authority and supervision of the Crown, and the English
Government, recognising its responsibility to the native
peoples, had begun to establish an efficient and enlightened
administration of the Provinces; it had set up a central
and local system of justice which in general gave satisfaction
to the Indians and yet introduced European standards of
equity. The nominal authority of the Mogul Emperor
and the Indian Princes had been upheld, but real power
was in the hands of the British Governors: respect had
been paid to Indian law and custom, yet British methods
of government and justice had been introduced. Incident-
ally, by the end of the century the prosperity of the Company
had been restored, though a restriction of its exclusive
commercial monopoly had been begun: by the India Act of
1784 the Company was compelled to open not less than 300

